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Step-by-Step Tutorial 
by Pretty Paper Cards

 

 
Start with a Whisper White card stock base 8-1/2" x 5-1/2", scored at 4-1/4"
Stamp all over the front of the card base with the two flower stamps from the set using Melon
Mambo ink. Especially cover the edges of the front side, as that is what you see here behind the
front panel
On a 4" x 5-1/4" Whisper White card stock panel, stamp the largest leaf stamp in Granny Apple
Green. Stamp from the upper edge of the panel into the card twice, as shown above, and once
into the center of the panel from the right edge.
Fill in the empty spaces on this card stock panel by stamping with the same two flower stamps
used before. This time stamp off first (that means ink the stamp then stamp on some scrap paper
to get some of the ink off, then stamp on the panel). Stamp two of the larger of the flower stamps
and three of the the smaller stamp, all in Melon Mambo ink
Adhere the stamped panel to the card base with Stampin' Dimensionals
Stamp the "Easter Blessings" sentiment from the Itty Bitty Greetings stamp set onto a 1/2" strip of
Whisper White card stock;cut the edges of the strip closed to beginning and ending of the
sentiment.
Snip a piece of the edge of a Pearlized Doily and adhere to the back of the sentiment strip with a
few dots of Multipurpose Glue, allowing the edge to show out at the bottom of the strip
Wrap Rose Metallic Thread around four of your fingers in a circle about 5 or 6 times and attach to
the back of the sentiment strip with a few Mini Stampin' Dimensionals. Adhere the strip to the
lower left corner of the card
Attach a Floral Romance Seal above the right corner of the sentiment strip; these are self-
adhesive, so no glue needed!
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First Frost Clear-

Mount Stamp Set

148420

Price: $22.00

Itty Bitty Greetings

Clear-Mount Stamp

Set

146667

Price: $36.00

Whisper White 8-1/2"

X 11" Cardstock

100730

Price: $9.75

Melon Mambo Classic

Stampin' Pad

147051

Price: $7.50

Granny Apple Green

Stampin' Pad

147095

Price: $7.50

Pearlized Doilies

146936

Price: $4.50

Rose Metallic Thread

146915

Price: $3.50

Floral Romance Seals

148789

Price: $8.50
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Stampin'

Dimensionals

104430

Price: $4.00

Mini Stampin'

Dimensionals

144108

Price: $4.00

Multipurpose Liquid

Glue

110755

Price: $4.00
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